Simply Accounting
by Sage

Premium 2010
Simply Accounting 2010 and the HST
Effective July 1, 2010 the provinces of British Columbia and Ontario have opted into the Harmonized Sales
Tax. This additional handout is intended to provide an overview of how Simply Accounting 2010 and future
versions will handle the conversion to the HST.
The CCI courseware is all based on the previous Sales Tax structure of GST and PST. At the time of the
development of the courseware, there was still considerable controversy surrounding the implementation of the
HST.
The makers of the Simply Accounting 2010 program have included a conversion wizard which will start
automatically if a date close to or after the July 1, 2010 has been reached in the data file
Simply Accounting has created a brief on-line video that outlines how to use the HST Wizard. This video is
pre-recorded, so watch it anytime! To find this video, open your browser to the Simply Accounting website:
http://www.simplyaccounting.com/
Look for the Accounting Solutions window and select the HST option.
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To watch the video, select the last option in the Knowledgebase Articles: Video: Setting up HST.
In the following pages terminology in the screen shots and the written portion of this handout may not
always be identical to what a user may see on his/her screen. This applies especially to vendors or
suppliers. Depending on how the company was originally set up either term may be used.

Creating a new company from scratch in B.C. or Ontario
In this example we will create a new company from scratch, in British Columbia as well as Ontario.
The screen shots at the right are part of the New Company wizard in Simply Accounting 2010.
For both companies we used January 1, 2010 as the Fiscal Start Date and a Retail Chart of Accounts
Template.
The screen shots at the right are
part of the New Company wizard
in Simply Accounting 2010.
For both companies we used
January 1, 2010 as the Fiscal
Start Date and a Retail Chart of
Accounts Template.

The British Columbia company
shows the following Taxes and
Tax Codes.
Taxes
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Tax Codes
Additional tax codes (such as HE)
may be added, as required, in the
normal manner.

The program has automatically
created the correct taxes and
codes.
The Ontario company uses
identical Taxes and similar Tax
Codes.

However, for Ontario the
appropriate Provincial Portion of
the Tax (8%) is used.

Opening and updating an existing data file which had originally been set up under the
GST/PST Sales Tax format.
Let’s assume the data file had been set up in SA 2009 using GST & PST. After conversion to SA 2010 the
program will provide the additional menu choice under the Wizards sub menu of the Setup menu.
To update your data file follow the
wizard.
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The three choices shown are available,
with the default choice being the top one
– to update now.

Clicking Next will produce this screen. In
most situations there will only be two
items available in the drop down list:
GST and PST, and Simply Accounting
will usually identify the correct choice
(GST) automatically. Click Next to
continue.

Two new Tax Codes will now be added
to the data file: H for HST at 12% and
HE for HST at 5% with an exemption for
the provincial portion.
Clicking Next
additions.

will

activate
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The screen at the right advises of
additional options that are not a
requirement, but are a good idea to
implement at this stage. Review
particularly point 2 to update any records
which had old tax codes assigned to
them.
For example, suppliers and customers
may have had tax codes assigned to
them, making data entry quicker when
such customer or supplier is selected for
a transaction.
Click Finish to close the Wizard

Once the wizard has been utilized in a data file to update the tax codes, the HST Wizard option will no longer
be available.
Now you must remember to also update your Chart of Accounts.
This

changes

to this.

The same account numbers will be used, but it is usually a good idea to update the names to avoid confusion.
After the final PST remittance has been made, the PST account will not be used again. It cannot be deleted
until two year ends have come and gone.
Clicking the link at the bottom of how to update tax codes for multiple records will open the following Help
window:

We will follow the suggested thread to update our records. It must be remembered that this additional step will
only work if your customers or suppliers had tax codes assigned to them in the first place. In our example we
will update our supplier records.
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In the Tax Codes window, click Assign Tax Codes.
When the Assign Tax Codes window opens select either Customers or Suppliers as well as the Tax code
which is to be updated.
Also select the code which is to replace the old tax code.
In this screen you have the option to Select All, or using the
to assign the new tax code.

key, select only those names which you wish

We will select all names.
When the selection has been done, click the Assign button, which will remove all names from this screen (the
selected names now have a different (H) tax code assigned to them.)
You may need to repeat the process if any of your suppliers have a different tax code assigned to them.
For example Telus will have GP code. The process is the same, and the tax code to be assigned will again be
H for HST.

To review that the program has in fact assigned the required tax codes, open any supplier record, select the
Taxes tab and note the new Tax code.
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Using the HST in transactions
Once the HST tax code has been set up, it is ready to be used in Sales or Purchase transactions. We will
display a Sales transaction for demonstration purposes.
Open the Sales Journal in the usual manner and select a customer. Note the assigned tax code is already
displayed in the Tax column. Select the items in the normal manner.

Selecting the Report menu and Display Sales Journal Entry will show how Simply Accounting will treat the
funds.

Remitting Sales Taxes
Remitting Sales Taxes to the government will become simpler under the HST. Since there is only one tax to be
reported, documentation will be reduced. No longer will it be necessary to submit two reports, the PST to the
Provincial Government (with the appropriate calculations for commissions) and the GST to the Federal
Government.
Commencing July 1, 2010 all companies registered for the HST, will receive the new HST form on the
appropriate date for their remittance schedule, monthly, quarterly, semi-annually or annually.
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